
.Mid-Sussex.
.Site Overview - Test Beds.
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.Site Investigation.
.Culture and Inhabitation.
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.Pookchurch Wood.
.Inhabitation.
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.Pookchurch Wood.
Collaborative Space - Indicators of Culture
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.Pookchurch Vineyard
.Inhabitation.
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.Pookchurch Vineyard

.Grape Inspection - Spring.
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.Pookchurch Vineyard
.Grape Harvest - Summer to Autumn.

.Pookchurch Vineyard
.Grape Pruning - Winter.
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.Pookchurch Wood.
.Sound Recordings.
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.Sound Recordings.
.Visualisation: Spectogram and Waveforms.
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.Pookchurch Vineyard.
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.Pookchurch Vineyard.
.Experimental Sound Notation
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.Pookchurch Vineyard.

.Habitation Rituals: Intersections and Interactions. 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
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.Experimental Models.
. Pattern Generation.
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SpeakerAluminium Plate

Investigation into sonic sources of stimulation located within Farmland due to human habitation and ecological habitats. This was done using Chlandi Plates, with patterns visible 
with the use of salt.



.Contested Identity.

The rural is seen from the perspective of the Urban. Rural areas remain centres of cultural loss, de-
agriculturalisation and climate change insensitivity.  With migration from the urban to the rural, trends 
show that the countryside and rural areas are diversifying to meet the global standard of space 
occupation.

Space is in continuous motion at various geographical scales, from the intimacy of a household 
to the trans-global connections and that changes to any part will affect the operation of the whole. 
Within the Studio Context, two sites were chosen as test beds to reveal these connections within the 
countryside. This was explored through boundaries, sound, and movement within the site. Asking 
how the established aural quality of the countryside will be affected by Urban to Rural Migration and 
what would happen if the boundaries were open and this culture can come into the farmland. 

Farming is embedded in the history of the countryside of Mid-Sussex and follows the existing 
landscape. With the mapping investigations, viticulture and rambling are cultures that stand out. 
The culture of urban to rural migration and peasantry are not represented and have been erased, 
respectively. This reverse-migration seems to me like a loud call from peasant ancestors to return to 
the countryside to not only reconnect with their lost culture and identity but to serve as ecological 
stewards. 

The investigations into cultures in context reveal that there are activities that operate at different 
mediums – large and small that enable diversified lineages, migration of animals and humans 
and revealed this as spatially flexible as they can persist in various configurations across the 
countryside. Through migration, rambling, viticulture, urban to rural migration, the rural countryside 
has and continues to be transformed. It also reveals how certain activities may not seem to rely on 
each other but are interlinked as they had to physically and aurally negotiate identity and space, 
often through the process of exclusion. 

Ruralisation relies on the ability for a people inhabiting the countryside to be able to adapt and 
learn from the local ecologies and their specific activities that have highly interlinked relationships. 
Working with the term Ru[aural]isation will give me the opportunity to define it for this project and 
breath into it a narrative that responds to the site investigation and my future intentions with my 
project. 

.Ru[aural]isation.

“The nature of farming involves people in movements across the land and in relationships to the forces 
of that landscape”

Position Piece

“We have no space that we can claim without contention”


